Epic Midwing Paddle (Maroon shaft size) locking collar replacement.
John Flynn
Epic has a local reputation of responsive and quick turnaround with paddle repair, when
their Midwing adjustable collar comes loose from the shaft. However some paddlers
may choose to avoid shipping and reduce downtime by doing this themselves. This
procedure is not “factory authorized”, but something I had success with personally. The
goal: get the new shaft collar epoxied with correct alignment, and get no epoxy on the
precision sleeve area.
The idea is to use an aluminum tube as a proxy for the inner paddle shaft, so the new
collar will set in the correct alignment while the epoxy cures. This allows you to use a
liberal amount of epoxy AND importantly this can be done without getting epoxy on the
inside of the outer shaft. The inner shaft will not be used at all during the repair.
Needed:
strong Epoxy for repair
Duct Tape
Teflon plumbing thread seal tape (might use electrical tape)
vaseline or blistex as a release agent
Masking tape (or electrical tape or plywrap)
spray release agent (optional)
materials for jig
1-inch O.D. aluminum tube
Wire
Durham’s “rock hard” water putty (or other cheap epoxy)
Directions:

1. Jig is 1-inch outside diameter aluminum tubing. I deburred the edges of the cut with a
file. Fits the Maroon colored Epic midwing shaft. The wire is locked inside the tube with
a plug - I used the water putty (Durham’s) which sets up and hardens solid in a few
hours.
It might be a good idea to spray some mold release agent on the jig, before using it in
the procedure. However I did not do this.

2. Insert jig into the tube, leaving wire on outside (so you can remove the tube later).

3. Jig goes flush (but not past!) the edge of the shaft.

4. This is the actual glue step. First put some vaseline or blistex (what I used) on the
inside of the clamp petals. Coat the contact areas of the outside of the shaft, and
inside the collar with epoxy. Make sure you use enough epoxy - the whole idea of the
jig is to allow you to use enough epoxy without worrying about getting any inside the
paddle shaft.
Note I have tape on the threads (white teflon) and on the shaft (plywrap, but other would
do) to mask.
Make sure you don’t accidentally push the jig any further into the paddle shaft, getting
epoxy where it doesn’t belong.
After the collar is in place, wipe excess epoxy away and tape the collar in place securely
with duct tape - important for the next step.

5. Before epoxy sets, pull the shaft out partway. This is to make sure the collar is
aligned properly. This is the curing position. Note - the duct tape that holds the collar
in place while curing is not shown.
While curing, I twisted the jig slightly periodically to prevent it from fusing to any stray
epoxy.

6. After the epoxy cures, remove the jig.

7. Remove the other tape. Note I marked with paint before the glueing process to align
the feather angle gauge properly. I had to compare with another paddle to do this.

8. Tape removed and ready to use!

